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Predictive Analytics and Standardization
in Testing of Insurance COTS

This White Paper focuses on business assurance,

effective.

Predominantly,

this

white

paper

use of predictive analytics in functional testing,

suggests on how a business analysts or SME can

and achieving an overall standardization in testing

share their knowledge such that a tester, with

of Insurance COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf)

minimum efforts, utilizes the SME knowledge, and

products. It highlights the communication made

brings desired business assurance. It also suggests

to testers, who are comparatively less experienced.

on how a framework can be developed, and what

It emphasizes on enabling testers such that they

steps are necessary to fully utilize it. Lastly, it

can test critical business scenarios; identify the

focuses on the business scenarios, which are

impacted areas of change. Also, it talks about

effective in finding defect (Not just finding

automatic creation of test cases. Through this, the

defect-prone areas of application).

effort required for test case writing is largely
reduced due to standardization making it more

Challenges
“Testing Center of Excellence”, maintains a

creation of test artefacts, since reviewer has to

repository of critical business scenarios of

verify word by word to ensure test coverage.

functional areas in Testing. But they end up in
creation of huge repository, where choosing
from it becomes a huge effort.

Knowledge of business analysts, subject matter
experts and senior testers is not retained, and is
vanished as these people leave the project. i.e.

Analysis of production defects, escape analysis

Testing

and

processdependent.

root-cause

analysis

have

helped to

determine areas in the application, which are
defect-prone or with high defect density. But
every time, we see new areas with higher
defect density.

is

largely people-dependent than

Trust between business and QA is on all-time
low. Testing team finds difficult to convince
business that
performed,

rigorous Testing

and

they

can

well

has
go

been
into

If Testing is done by junior resources, who not

production i.e. Testing is performed with

only struggle to meet deadlines in completing

complete test coverage.

their Testing. However, on the name of
business-oriented testing, they are made to
attend various domain trainings, and asked to
go through the above said huge repository of
business-critical scenarios.

Lot of efforts are laid for writing textual test
cases. It is observed that most of the time, test
cases are written in excel, and then imported to
any test management tool. These lengthy texts
are prone to many errors.

Effort in review is huge, either review is not
effective or it requires same efforts as that of
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Efforts are required to resolve problems faced by

(Sometimes replacing functionality does not work

front line testers, who have the total responsibility

well, or a tester forgets to change the form name

to ensure high quality of software. Following are

or edition date in copy paste.)

some

of

the

observations,

which

are

the

foundation of this paper.

Tough Task - Review of Test Cases
With a great skill of copy paste, a tester is now

Patterns in Test Cases

successful in creation of lengthy textual test cases,

It is observed that when it comes to functional

where critical validations are hidden i.e. a reviewer

testing of COTS product, there is always a pattern,

has to scan through word by word, and determine

because all the COTS are created to support a

that validations are covered to achieve test

specific business process. If it is an Insurance COTS

coverage.

product, then it is actually created as per the
Insurance lifecycle. Moreover, it has critical areas as
per the business of insurance, like regulations and
reporting requirements.
Workflows, business process models, flowcharts,
Also, it is observed that there are some mandatory

etc- the biggest reason of their existence is

transactions or scenarios, which are ought to be

“communication”

added for a specific area of Testing. For example: in

communication.

rate testing, transactions like new business,

communication between a tester and a subject

endorsements and renewal are to be added

matter expert, nothing can do better than a

without fail.

pictorial representation in form of workflows,

i.e.

a

When

quick
it

understanding
comes

for

depicting critical business areas and system

Errors and omissions

breaking points.

Copy Paste, this is an obvious thing which is
followed by every tester while creating a textual
test case, but copy paste has the biggest

loss

exposure in terms of omissions and errors.

02
Predictive
Analytics

03

01
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Framework
COTS products are rigorous software application

framework cannot be restricted to one facet; it has

involving complete insurance lifecycle, supporting

to be taking inputs from multiple sources. Let’s

system and various line of business. When we aim

look at these one by one. Real-time examples are

of developing a framework, which is expected to

taken

help in testing of Insurance COTS, then this

help in Testing.

to

explain

how

these

sources

will

Business Workflows
Workflow – XIX Policy Issuance, GL
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Above is a workflow, which has comments

a line of business, workflow is recommending

enabled. Workflow not only provides a pictorial

taking package policy including multiple LOBs.

representation on the complete navigation of

This is an effective way of communication

application,

critical

between subject matter experts and testers. This

functionalities. In the above workflow, an SME has

also makes sure that knowledge of SME or BA is

given comments, so that a tester understands the

retained in a project, even if they eventually move

process. It guides a tester on possible business

out of project. The workflow is also helpful in

scenarios, which can be included to test various

determining the impact of change. For a change in

functions represented in a workflow. For example:

a specific functionality, all the impacted path and

At policy effective date, a comment is provided to

alternate flows can be easily identified, and

add negative testing on effective date i.e.

subsequently tested.

but

also

highlights

boundary value analysis. Likewise, while selecting

Usage of predictive analytics is extension of

is that it is huge. Referring the repository itself is a

accelerators, which are developed in the form of

challenge. Below is a snapshot of an example of

repository of business-critical test scenarios. SMEs

business-critical scenarios, to be used for home

and BA have laid huge efforts in determining the

owner’s LOB for a COTS product of policy

critical test scenarios, which should be included in

administration system.

testing, but the issue with this kind of a repository

For a test engineer, above utility becomes very

Through predictive analytics, this whitepaper

challenging for implementation, as referring to all

proposes that system should predict the scope of

critical scenarios, and then deciding on which all

testing (as per the initial information provided), and

scenarios should be taken for his scope of testing.

suggest critical test scenarios on its own.
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The snapshot above displays a simple example of

analytics can be extended to below areas to fully

predictive analytics, where the scenario of short

utilize the potential of predictive analytics in

term policy and cancellation are suggested to

bringing

perform rate testing. Also scope of predictive

effectiveness in testing

Review

and

achieving

Time Tracking

Niche Coverage

Browser Testing

standardization

Multiple line of business
Predictive
Analytics:
Standardization
in Testing

Test Data

Multiple Transactions

Business Scenarios

Impacted Area
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the Impacted Area
Manual testing can prove to be subjective i.e. it

Predictive analytics will not only hint on probable

does have an impact of one’s opinion, which gets

test scenarios/ cases, which should be the part of

influenced from the experience and domain

test plan, but will also highlight the impacted areas.

knowledge. So, how to bring standardization in

For example, any change in policy administration

manual testing? Answer may lead us to predictive

system on rates, may highlight impacted areas in

analytics, which will suggest standard scenarios

billing and agency commissions.

and help achieving standard results from wide
variety of manual testers. Predictive analytics, will
not only suggest critical scenarios to the test
engineer, but will also record on suggestions

Another example can be of adding a specific form,
which may impact already generating forms of a
specific line of business.

which are accepted or declined by the test
engineer. This will further help enhance complete
repository of testing scenarios. This will also lead to
standardization in terms of test coverage.

Test data is instrumental in breaking the system/
finding defect. From as simple as having a “&” or
Apostrophe(‘) in the search criteria to the complex

Handling large volume of Testing

test data such as using “North Dakota” as a state in

History is testimony that to handle large volume,

workers

the

monopolistic state offering workers compensation

best

solution

is

standardization.

Test

Automation is the best way we have achieved the
standardization in software testing, but this is also
a truth that higher percentage in overall testing is
actually performed through manual testing, major
reason is the stability of application itself, and
mostly automation testing is used in regression
testing. For functional testing, it requires robust
manual testing with ever-changing requirement of

compensation

policy,

as

it

is

a

policy, with unique set of business rules like stopgap coverage. It is always a test data which
differentiates the testing done by a test engineer
and domain expert business user. If this expertise
of business user on test data becomes the part of
predictive analytics, the results provided by test
engineer can be enhanced..

business scenarios. So there is a need to bring
something between manual testing and total test
automation. Answer of same can be a predictive
analytics, which can bring standardization in
manual testing, and hence, can increase the
execution rate with close monitoring

Insurance COTS product testing is based on lot
many transactions, as there are so much possible
transactions. Selecting a specific transaction in
testing is always a key to find a defect, not only

L&T Infotech Proprietary
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selecting a transaction, but selecting a transaction

multiple

is such a way that it test multiple functionalities in

browser testing, have experienced the clear fall out

minimum time, is the key. For example –

in some areas which are found in multiple browser

Performing negative testing of effective date for a

testing. If this experience becomes the part of

form

issuance

predictive analytics, it can help in efficient browser

transaction, and then positive testing of effective

testing. For example: Grid selection in user

date in the renewal of same policy, saves time and

interface, data being saved properly, pop up

test

screens and interface with web services are seen

generation

multiple

in

new

scenarios.

business

Selecting

Audit

transactions in General Liability and Workers

browsers.

People, who

have

done

as area of issues in browser testing.

Compensation Line of Business Policies, are
helpful in testing. Out of sequence endorsements
are again a good test for verifying the correct flow
of data to data base.

coverage
With the growing variety in needs of insurance,
there are huge numbers of available coverage and
related conditions and business rule associated

LOBs

with these coverage. Mostly, these are the part of

It is noticed that issues observed in one line of

LOB, but the “coverage” requires a special mention

business, are often duplicated in another line of

in predictive analytics. Some states require more

business. However, it is also observed that there

insurance policies for “Snow Mobile Vehicle”, some

are different testing teams, so the issues which are

states are with higher requirement of “sink-hole

identified in one LOB, are totally alienated, though

collapse”. There is an obvious requirement where a

there is an equal chance of getting similar issues in

system guides a tester on which coverage should

other LOBs as well. Once fended in Predictive

actually be selected to meet real-time business

Analytics, all the related LOBs can have a check for

requirement. Another example will be covering

issue occurring in one LOB. For example - Issues in

niche coverage in Auto insurance like Loan Lease

producer selection functionality can be found in

coverage or specific state surcharge in rating, can

every LOB; or rating errors for a specific state can

prove to be required testing scenarios.

overall business scenarios available for a specific

be replicated in other LOBs.

Tracking
Now we are coming to the most difficult part. How
With the increase of availability of multiple browser

can a test manager ensures that the time taken by

and different versions of the same browser, it is a

team is justified, or simply the estimations are

cumbersome task to do complete testing in

correct. When it is a manual testing, one person
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will test it in an hour, another may test the same
functionality in more hours.

Time tracking is

another area where predictive analytics can be
used. Time taken to test specific functionality or
transaction-based

effort

consumption,

can

become a part of predictive analytics. This will act
as a self-monitoring tool for test engineers. Also,
managers can have a tool which can help them
judge the productivity of their team.

If we have patterns in required test cases, then
there can be a system, which can replicate this
pattern and automatically create a test case. It is
observed that a simple form and rate testing have
a pattern in their test plan, where testing is
performed around an effective date, predominant
state, preselected form, etc. This white paper
suggests creation of framework, which will take

Reviewing the work of testers is among the
difficult task for managers. A framework which can
monitor on how many recommendations were
made by predictive analytic system, and how
many are accepted and implemented by a tester
can be a good source of review. The additional
defects found because of recommendations from

limited information from the tester on scope of
testing and business transactions. As per the selection of test engineer, the framework will generate
the test case. A simple utility can be created on
excel macro or through minimal programming
effort, which can generate test cases in
required format.

predictive analytics can also be tracked, and can
help in enhancing the overall predictive analytics
system.
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The snapshot above and below show that the

provide output in the form of ready test

system is capturing data for form testing to

case creation.

Conclusion
The key objective of this white paper is to

to effective test coverage, and increase the

empower the Tester by providing business-critical

productivity of test engineer. Another objective of

scenarios such that they are not only easy to

this white paper is to bring standardization in

understand, but easy to implement as well. This

Testing, thus providing more time to the manual

paper suggests three sources (workflow-enabled

tester, so the efforts can be laid to not just perform

with

the procedural testing, but to also find defect in

comments,

predictive

analytics

and

automatic test case creation), which can contribute

L&T Infotech Proprietary
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